Retirement, what's Next?
(6 Phases of Retirement)
Retirement isn't just one phase of life but multiple phases,
especially with today's increased life expectancy and
retirements that often last for 20 years or more. If you’re
retired, there’s a good chance you’ll recognise some of your
own experience here. If not... You'll ge there someday!

HONEYMOON
The big moment comes, and the retiree makes
the transition from full-time work to the retirement
they've planned for themselves. You’ve probably
been looking forward to this moment for years.
Now that the day has arrived, you’re free.

REST AND
RELAXATION
This is a positive phase when retirees get to
enjoy the fruits of a lifetime of labor. Part of that
adjustment is simply pondering all that has
brought you to this point.
It’s almost an extended form of meditation: you
just sit and allow yourself to be.

DISENCHANTMENT
Once the honeymoon is over, some retirees
find themselves asking, "Is this it?" You might
start to experience limitations on your
spending or your health. You realise that the
adjustments you’re making are permanent,
and that realization can throw you for an
emotional loop.

REORIENTATION
Reorientation can take many forms, and it
can happen more than once. You
discover that this new life, though
different from the life you’re used to, has
its own rewards and opportunities for
fulfillment. In this phase, people try to
figure out who they are now and map out
their place in the world as a retiree.

RETIREMENT
ROUTINE
As retirement life becomes more familiar,
people in this phase tend to accept their
situation and settle into a new set of routines.
Your new reality becomes your new normal.
This phase is more or less inevitable; after all,
we humans crave a routine.

Source: Andy Millard, CFP® Financial Advisor, Former Teacher, Author

TERMINATION
Unavoidably, you will face the termination of your
retirement. One reason we worry about the end is
that we have no way of knowing how it will come or
what it will be like.

A comprehensive, holistic retirement plan should consider more
than just how much money you need to save to retire in comfort
Having a strategy for tackling the emotional aspects of retirement,
such as finding meaningful activities to take the place of work, will help
circumvent the feelings of loneliness, boredom, and disillusionment
that sometimes set in after the initial excitement of being job-free
wears off.
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Start early -- plan for your dream retirement now!
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